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Public Service Announcement 
(PSA Project) 

OBJECTIVE 
Create a 30-second video that promotes an idea that 
benefits the public.  
 
 
DESCRIPTION 
 
There are many commercials on TV that do not 
advertise a product but an idea. These public service 
announcements (PSAs) have topics that generally 
apply to health, safety, and general common sense. 
 
KEY STEPS 
 

1. Choose a subject appropriate for a 
public service announcement. 

2. Brainstorm the best possible way to 
communicate the message in 30 
seconds. 

3. Get script approval. 
4. Record the scenes from the film using 

props and appropriate locations. 
5. Videotape the scenes in the order of the 

script (if possible). Remember to be 
creative during the shoot with your 
camera angles and techniques. 

6. Import the video footage into the 
computers. 

7. Edit the scenes in the order desired. Add 
any titles, music, sound effects, and 
voice-overs necessary for your message. 

8. Be sure that the running time is not over 30 seconds. Export/render final edited video. 
 
Have your script approved here: _____________________________________________________ 

 (INSTRUCTOR’S SIGNATURE)  (DATE) 
 
 

“A film is never 
really good unless the 
camera is an eye in 
the head of a poet.”  

—Orson Wells 
 

 
 

� Pick a topic that is a real concern—not, for 
example, “Tie your shoes.” 

� Remember, if you find it boring to make, 
think of those poor people who have to 
watch it! 

� Make it creative, concise and clear! 
� Humor works well in some PSAs but is 

inappropriate for others. 
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The Seven S’s of Film Making 
 

S C R I P T 
 

SUPPORT 
 

STORYBOARD 
 

STRUCTURE 
 

SHOOT 
 

SHAPE 
 

SCREEN 
 

1. SCRIPT 
Focusing on story, dialogue, formatting,  
character, plot, theme, momentum and 
the document itself. 
2. SUPPORT 
Focusing on the film‑making team: 
producer, director, cast, crew, and their 
 roles and responsibilities. 
3. STORYBOARD 
Focusing on how to turn the script into a series of  
pictures and images able to be filmed. 
4. STRUCTURE 
Focusing on structuring and synchronizing all aspects  
of the film before it is shot, such as the design, 
locations, make-up, hair, catering and any  
specific requirements of the film. 
5. SHOOT 
Focusing on the shoot itself, things to consider and  
be aware of. 
6. SHAPE 
Focusing on the post-production stage including the editing,  
music, sound effects and pick‑up shots required. 
7. SCREEN 
Focusing on putting your film in front of an audience and 
using it as a ‘calling card’ to get into the industry. 

 
Video 

(include angles and scene descriptions) 
Audio 

(talent, music, effects) 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 


